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Independent Political Party
25th of January 2011

CEC testimony to Murray-Darling Inquiry:
Government has forfeited the right to exist!

The following text will be read to the Griffith meeting of the Murray-Darling Inquiry convened by Federal MP Tony Windsor, barring
any attempt to disallow CEC’s remarks onto the record.
ood morning. My name is Glen Isherwood, I represent the actions be taken up by all the Committee members of this
Citizens Electoral Council.The Citizens Electoral Council Inquiry, and by all members of the Australian Parliament:
is an Independent Political Party that represents thousands of
First: Repeal the 2007 Water Act.
farmers and concerned citizens, from all over Australia.
Second: Put in place a Farm Debt Moratorium, and ProI would like to establish four main points, which I shall tective Measures for Homeowners, along the lines of what
simply state right now, that have been elaborated in quite the Citizens Electoral Council has called for in draft legislasome detail in our New Citizen newspaper, which was also our tion, titled the Productive Industries and Farms Domestic Debt
submission to the Inquiry.
Moratorium, Amelioration, and Restructuring Bill 1994 and The
Number one: The entire so-called “science” of “eco- Homeowners and Bank Protection Bill 2008.
systems”, of “river health”, and of “wetlands” on which this
And Thirdly: Rebuild the Physical Economy of Australia,
so-called Basin reform is based, is just plain quackery. It has no with a national government-owned bank like the original
more reality to it than the fraud of so-called “climate change”, Commonwealth Bank, that can extend credit at low interest
which is now widely discredited. Any honest duck would be rates, to farmers and other productive industries, to finance
ashamed of this “wetlands” nonsense.
the rebuilding and upgrading of our nation’s infrastructure.
Number two: As is acknowledged by everyone con- This must also include new large scale infrastructure projects
cerned, this entire process of cutting water to agriculture in such as the Clarence River Scheme and the long overdue
the Basin, has been 100% directed by a supra-national body; Bradfield Scheme.
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands. Ramsar was founded by
To conclude, Mr Chairman, I would like to quote New
and is just a front for the world’s two major so-called “envi- South Wales Premier Jack Lang:
ronmental” lobbies, the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)
“The one God-given, inalienable right of man, is
and the International Union for the Conservation of Nature the right to live.
and Natural Resources (IUCN). Both of these are provably
If man or woman is denied the right to work, they
British Imperial bodies, dedicated to the preservation of the still retain the right to live.
still-existing British Empire, and to the looting and destruction
The Government that fails to realise that, has forof any sovereign nations—in this case Australia.
feited the right to exist.”
Number three: All environmentalism in the post-World
Thankyou.
War II period was founded by leading figures of the
British Eugenics Society, and its various fronts.Thus, the
openly stated purpose of the WWF and the IUCN, and
their clones here in Australia, such as the Australian
Conservation Foundation and the Wentworth Group of
Concerned Scientists, is so-called “population reduction”,
namely, genocide. That is the purpose of these so-called
“water reforms” in the Basin!
Number Four: It is the Citizens Electoral Council’s
view, that all of the so-called science, premised on arguments of ‘conserving’ eco-systems in a ‘natural’ state,
independent of all human activity, as is pushed under
Ramsar, and which forms the environmental objectives of the Water Act, is both impossible, and actually
destructive.
Rather, the Citizens Electoral Council are of the firm
conviction, that human beings, through their natural intervention into the biosphere, as is exemplified through
the construction of dams and irrigation, can improve the
biosphere allowing it to support more and more life.
Contrary to the environmentalist ideology, human
creativity can improve nature, where nature itself never
could.While we have not mastered the ability to prevent
droughts, and floods, we have the knowledge and creativity to live with them, to mitigate them, and to continually
increase our mastery of nature, for the good of both
mankind, and the biosphere as a whole.
In light of this, Mr. Chairman, I, on behalf of the Citizens Electoral Council, recommend the following several
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24th of January 2011

Isherwood declares
“War of National Liberation against the British Empire”

A

s our nation today faces a threat to its very existence both from
floods and the ongoing global financial collapse, CEC National
Secretary Craig Isherwood delivered an extraordinary Address to
the Nation on 15th January, in which he called for a fight to the finish
against the cause of that threat—the still-existing British Empire.
“If we are to recover and rebuild from these floods, and if we
are to survive the present global financial collapse, we must launch
a war of national liberation against what ‘old Labor’ used to attack as
the ‘Money Power’, but which is more rightfully called by its real
name: the British Empire,” Mr Isherwood declared at the outset.
His speech itself constituted a comprehensive indictment of
the two major policies which the British Empire has wielded to
ravage Australia over the past several decades: free trade and environmentalism.“These two blights on humanity were created by
the British Empire and they are still run by the British Empire.They
have annihilated Australia’s manufacturing and agricultural industries and looted the nation’s infrastructure through privatisation,
deregulation, grossly inadequate maintenance and the suppression
of important projects, to the extent that Australia was stripped of
defences against these devastating floods.”
Mr Isherwood called for launching an immediate program
of National Reconstruction to rebuild from the floods—and to
rebuild much better than before.
This would cost at least tens of billions and probably hundreds
of billions of dollars, he said, which must be funded by a national
credit bank modelled on the old Commonwealth Bank as founded
by King O’Malley in 1911.The issue is the extension of public credit
on behalf of the nation’s physical economy, versus the tyranny of
private finance through the Reserve Bank and the private banks,
he emphasised. Kowtowing to the British Crown and the City of
London, neither PM Gillard, nor Queensland Premier Anna Bligh,
nor any of the “major” parties, including the Greens, have presently
shown the slightest intention to actually carry out any significant
reconstruction.“But”, he warned,“if we are to survive as a civilised
nation, we must do this, even though the Money Power, the British
Empire, will erupt in fits of rug-chewing if Australia actually acted
for the Common Good.
“Therefore,” Mr Isherwood continued,“tonight I am launching a
‘War of National Liberation’, to free Australia from this destructive
parasite which has fed on us, drowned us, infected us, seduced us
and conned us, long enough.”
[Watch the address at www.cecaust.com.au or contact CEC
for a copy of the DVD or pamphlet.]
The Address to the Nation covers:
• The two kinds of sweeping legislative reforms,international
and national, needed to address the crisis: a global GlassSteagall as called for by American statesman and physical
economist Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., modelled on U.S.
President Franklin Roosevelt’s financial regulations that

pulled the U.S. and the world out of the Great Depression, and the CEC’s Commonwealth National Credit Bank
Bill 1994 for a new government-owned national bank for
Australia, and Homeowners and Bank Protection Bill 2008
for a an urgently-needed debt moratorium which is the
only way save Australia’s family farms. Both are drafted, and
ready to implement.
• Australia’s true history in the fight against the British,
most of which has been suppressed in standard accounts,
including the precise nature of the British Empire in its
modern form.
• The British invention of “environmentalism”, the pseudoscience quackery created by the British eugenics lobby to
enforce a policy of international genocide.
• As an example of environmentalist genocide, Mr Isherwood outlined the destruction of the Murray-Darling
Basin food bowl under the direct supervision of Prince
Philip’s Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, a process aided
and abetted by the Prince Philip-founded Australian Conservation Foundation and the WWF-created Wentworth
Group of Concerned Scientists, acting in conspiracy with
Australia’s private banks.
• An inspiring picture of what can be done to develop
Australia.
Mr Isherwood concluded,“That is why we have launched this
‘War of Liberation against the British Empire’. Because without a
fight we will never become a sovereign nation—we will never fulfil
the dreams for which so many noble Australians before us fought.
We will never achieve the destiny handed to us by history, in this
great island-continent in the Southern Seas. And that is the fight
that, tonight, I ask you to join.”
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Media notes CEC’s influence

he Strewth column in The Australian of January 14 ran an interesting choice of quotation from the CEC’s recent media release
on Tony Abbott’s dam proposal. “[T]he ever-refreshing Citizens
Electoral Council—the only organisation we’re aware of that routinely puts the British royal family and the word “genocidal” in the
same sentence—has done what it can, pondering aloud whether
the Opposition Leader has seen the light amid the floods with his
pro-dam talk and aligned himself with the CEC: ‘Has Tony Abbott
joined the fight, or is he being cynically opportunistic? He’d better
be prepared to fight, because it isn’t a few feral greenies stopping
dams, it’s the very British Crown to whom he is so loyal, namely
Prince Philip himself, and the organisations he created to impose
green fascism on Australia: the World Wide Fund for Nature, the
Australian Conservation Foundation and the WWF’s Wentworth
Group of Concerned Scientists.’ ”
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To compare the CEC’s record to that of the growing chorus of leaders, including PM
Julia Gillard, who claim that nobody could have seen this crisis coming.
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DVD

For a copy of our feature DVD
Homeowners and Bank Protection Bill:
The Only Solution, one-hour documentary, call toll-free 1800 636 432 or send
this coupon to: CEC, PO Box 376, Coburg,
Victoria, 3058 and leave ALL your details.
Price:$10.00 + P&H $2.50
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